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Fig. 1. Microturbulence models, velocity (km/sec) vs. height (km). Neight
is defined as in the HSRA. The adapted model follows Lites' in
the photosphere and low chromosphere, and is the joined via the
dashed line to the Li p sky-Avrett model.
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ci	 Ca ^I
'three bevels pl us a continuum were included in the Ca r^ model, The
bound levels are 4s ZS^fz' 3d 2D5f2
 and 4p 2 P3/z . Detailed calculations
°	 °
were made i=ar the [^ 7 i ne, 393.0 A, the infrared tripl et ^ i ne at $452.7 A,
and the 4s 25If2 -^ continuum transition. R v -^ dapendence was assumed
for the rantinuum transition, and the pha^aianizatipn crass sect=on at the.
coati nuuni- head +gas taken to be 7.1 x l 0^' 1 ' cm2 . The remaining ^ ^ ee-bound
continaa were co^npute^ with fired rates; with TRRD = 5G00°K. The phatow
ionization cross sections and coli%sionaT - crass sections were adopted from
Auer, Heasley, and Mlkey (1.972). The Van der Waals dispersion constant
for bath line transitions-was set at l.3 x 10-32 ^Weideman, 1955}.
e }
____ ^^__^ z
The h and k l i nes of Mg I i were cal cul aced i ^ detai 1 uti'^ i zi ng the
model atom ar^d atomic data of Mi lkey and hlihalas X1974). This model
includes the 3s zS^1Z' 3p Zp^fz , 3p 
zP°9f2 
and can^it^uUm levels. Fixed
ti	 I	 I	 ^^
^(a I X5890., Ca I ^9-227., Mg I A5172., Ca II X3933., and Ca II x8542., 	 _
respectivEly, at disk center.
The cores of i;he D 2 , 1t422T, and b2 transitions are for r^ ^ed i n the 1 borer
chrbmasphere. The line center optical depths, T o , become usual to unity
for these transitions at te^iperatures and heights abode the temperature
minimum. We have ' 0 (5890} = 1 at THSRA = 5200°K, ^e o (4227} = 1 at TNSRA
5000°K and zQ (5172) ^ 1 at TBSRA = 4700°K. The computed cores of these
lines are darker than observed. It is well known that the microturbulent
velocity gradient can effect the core brightness of lines and preliminary
calculations with Ca i indicate that a microturbulence model with a steep
gradient similar to that used by Altrock and Canfield {1.974) (see Figure
1) wi 17 produce the observed .core i n-^ensi ty of 1:4227.. at ^ ► 	 l _0. The
computes! Doppler cores _are wide compared to observations for both Ca I and..
Mg I.
The wings of DZ , X4227., and b 2 are in reasonable agreement with
observation Tests with Mg i X5172 have shown that the agreement can be 3
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-	 ^	 Fig. 2.	 pbserved (dashed) and computed {solid) profiles of tla [ 45090., Fig. 3,	 p6served (dashed} and computed {solid} profilos of Ca 1	 x4227.,	 ;:^
where I^ is Lhe ratio of tine to continuum intensity, at disk center. where I, is the ratio of lfrse to continuun intensity, at disk center.
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Fig. 4. Observed (dashed} and cnr^uted (solid) profiles of Mg [ 7,51'2.,	 ^^
where I * 1s the ratio of lino to centinwrn intensity, at disk center.	 Fig. 5, phsorved {dashed} and computed (solid} profiles of Ca II x3933.,
where T„ is the ratio of ilne to tontinumo intensity, at disk center.
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Figure 6 displays the results for the 78542 transition of Ca II. This
line is not expected to show strong coherency effects. The Doppler care
is in good agreement with observation, but the wing is tnn bright. This
may be due to the collisinnal broadening parameters we have used.
9
We compare in Figure 7 our calculated Mg II J^2795 profile to the
:1
computed profile obtained by Milkey and Mihalas (1974) in the complete
	 ^
y
redistribution case. Comparision with observations is, as with Ca Ii K,
poor but the comparison does provide a consistency check. The differences
	 ^
between the two calculations are smal7 k
 and are due mainly to the choice 	 ^l
of a mic ,^oturbulence model. Again, as with Ca II, partial redistribution
	 ^
effects rrEay be Important for the Mg II h and k lines.
	 ^^
The -transitions we have calculated in detail represent a wide range
in core formation heights and wavelength. The results of this study
provide a background for calculations which account explicitly for the
	 ^
i
inhomogerenusstructure of the chromosphere. The resulting two component
chromosphere will then be restrained by this grid of line profiles.
	 ',
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Fig. 7. the results of Milkey and Mihaias (1974) with complete redistribution
(dashed) and the profile computed in this study (solid) far
Mg II aZ852., where I is intensity x l0' in ergs/cm^/sec/star /Hz
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Abstract
The emissivities of the infrared rotational transitions of H2
 are
calculated for temperatures from 70 °K to 6000 °K. I'he calculations are
rr ►«de for several ratios, R, of Para (J^0 } to 4rtho (J=I ) H^. I"he
possibility of detecting these tra^isitions in interstellar molecular
clouds is discussed.
Subject headings: infrared -- ^,z^terstellar matter ^ spectra,
molecular
I. Introduction
Molecular hydrogen was first detected in the interstellar medium by
Carruthers (1970) with rocket UV observations of the resonant Lyman band.
Subsequent UV observations by Smith (1973} and Spitzer et, al. {1973)
qualitatively confirm the theory of ilollenbach, Werner, and Salpeter
(I 971), who predicted an increasing abundance of H2 with increasing
optical depth in interstellar clouds, This prediction is also supported
by the worK of Carzoli and Varsa ys^Cy (I 966} and Meszaros (1968}, who
have shown that, in areas o^'Iarge visual absorption, the column density
o^F atomic hydrogen is constant or decreases with increasing visual
absorption. This is interpreted as l:he result of increasing H 2
 formation.
Meszaros {I 968) concludes that 50^ of the material in a dark cloud near
f,
.;
i
j
,i
i
f
_^
Appreciable densities of H2
 have also been inferred from observa-
Lions of molecular emission in Interstellar clouds. Heil es (1968} found
that H2
 number densities up to 570/cm^ were needed to explain the normal
^-
OH emission in several dark clouds (see table 3}. Penzias et. al. (1972}
find that H2
 number densities of l0 3/cm 3 may be expected in dark clouds.
Penzias et. ai. X1971) have pointed out the importance of !-I 2 in the
formation of molecules with observed radio emission.
Thus, although H2
 does not appear to be present in significant
amounts tin the general intersteilar medium, it is likely to be a major
constituent of coos cloads. Detection of H2
 in such clouds then provides
a vaivable probe in interpreting the nature of the galactic moiecu7ar
ciouds. The Strang intersteliar absorption in the UV limits the usefu^-
ness of the resonant electronic transitions of H 2 . Varsaysky (1966]
suggested that the infrared, ^2u}, vibration - rotation transitions from
the first excited vibrational level might be detectable; however, na clear
evidence of these transitions in molecular clouds has yet been made (Gull
and Hartwit 1971}. The low excitation temperatures of the pure rotational
transitions make them likely candidates for detection in coal clouds.
Despite the low transition p e^obabi 1 i ti es and atmosp'.eri c absorl^ti on due
to H2O and CO2 , we shflw that several of these transitions should be
detectable with available equipment. To determine which transitions are
i
E
detectable we calculate the emissivity of the transitions at temperatures
appropriate to molecular clouds, and in addition, we must estimate the H2
density, temperature, size, and distance of several molecular clouds.
II. Emissivity Calculations
Table 7 gives the Einstein transition probabilities, adapted from
!	 Aannestad (l°73}, the wavelengths, and J values of the transitions
j
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_	 included in these calculations. Para and artho {triplet} transitions are
included up to the J = la rotational Ievel. We assume that collisions
dominate since the radiative transition probabilities are small. We also
assume no mixing of para and ortho states. Para to ortho radiative
transitions are forbidden, and Spitzer et al. (1973) point out that
collisional para to ortho transitions are rare.
We may then write the Boltzmann equation,
n(J} /n (JJ} _ (g (J} /g(JJ)} exp ( -na,^(J-^JJ)I^cr},
where:
-	 g(J} W 2Jfl, para states
g(J) = 3(2J+I}, ortho states
-	 JJ = J^2.
See Herzberg {195Q} for a di 5CU5s'i0n of the statistical weights. k^e reduce
all number density ratios to the appropriate ground state, n(J,para}/n(0}
and n(J,ortho}/n(l}. We normalize to the total H2 density by writing
l = ^ n(J). By choosing a ratio of para to ortho H 2 , R = n{0}/n(l), we
may solve for the individual n(J's) and calculate the emissivity by:
EM(J-^JJ ) = n (J } hov (J^7J } A(J-^JJ )
where
n(J}	 = the number density per H2
 molecule in level J
t1v(J-}JJ} =the transition frequency
R(J-^JJ}	 = the Einstein probability in sec -1
EM(J-^JJ } = the emissivity i n ergs/sec/H2.
Such calculations have been made bar
 Bussaletti (1. 973) for para states
only, and by Dalgarno and Wright (1972) who choose the thexmal equilibrium
value for R, R = 1/3. However Spitzer et a1. (1973) found R = 1 in the
I25
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Table 1
f
Transition Parameters _,
Transitien Wavelength Einstein A
J^JJ Mi^rans sec-;
,{
-
2-p 28.2174 2.9x10-Z1 ^
3-1 17.034.5 4.6x10-zo:
4-2 72.2788 2,6x10-9
5-3 9.6651 9.3X10-9 =^
-	 6^4 8,0246 2.4x10-8 x
T-5 6.9074 5.3x10-e
8-6 5.I033 I.Ox10-'
9-7 5.5005 I.7xI0-'
10-8 5,0337 2.7x10
-7
II-9 4.6617 4.OxI0-'
a
"^
I2-IO 4.3571 5.6x10"7
13^I1 4.1004 7.7x10''
14-12 3.8767 .1.0x10-6
;;
l 5-13 3.6746 1.4x10-6
,,j
Tir^othy J. Schneeberger
l26
{
r	 general interstellar medium in the direction of l3 stars from Copernicus
results. Field et. al. {1966} discuss the uncertainty in the value of R.
We have chosen to perform the calculations at several physically plausible
vaI ues of R.
iII. Results
Table 2 lists the cases which were chosen for discussion. The
results are shown in Figures i through 7 for temperatures from 70 °K to
1000 °K. Calculations were also made for temperatures up to 6000 °K. H2
may form in interstellar shock waves at these high temperatures {Field
et. al 1968) bUt Heebner {1974} has pointed out that Boitzman statistics
are unlikely to hold in these conditions.
The results for R ^ i/3 at low temperatures {T ^ 200 °K) are in
excellent agreement with those of D^lgarno and Wright (1972), small
differences being due to the slightly different transition probabilities
chosen. The case where R = i.xI0 12 was chosen to approach Bussoletti's
(I 973) assumption of pure Para H2 , The results are in close agreement
up to the J = 4 level, but the present results are systematically
higher for the higher levels.
In the following discussion the notation (J-}JJ) refers to the
emissivity of the transition from the J level to the JJ level. 4^e first
consider the temperature range of IO °K to 500 °K. For R = i/3, the J =
(3-^I} transition dominates from I00 °K to 370 °K; above 370 °K the J =
(4-}2) and J = (5-^3) transitions become larger. Below i00 °K the J = (2-,.0}
transition is dominant. For R = i, the J = (3-}1} transition dominates
from i40 °K to 250 °K. Spitzer et. al. (1973) found H2 rotational
temperatures between i50 °K and 200 °K. If such temperatures exist in
molecular clouds we may expect the I7^ transition to be more easily
^.
	 .
,_.^..	
_	
_,	 _,._...._ j. ^....:.
detectable than the 28 u transition, far tine values of R discussed above.
We can see ^ha^ the emissivity is a strong function of tem perature so
that detect?an of two transitions would provide valuable temperature
information.
Higher values of iZ, R = 500 and R = Ix10 12 , may occur if the J = 0
ground state is favored at formation of the molecule, or if the temperature
is low (20 °K) for a sufficient period of time after formation. in these
cases Yoe can see the suppression of the ortho transitions with the J =
(2-}0), {4-^2), and (5-^4) transitions being the only significant ones.
From 500 °K to 1000 °K the ortho transitions J = (5-^3) and ^] _ (7-^5}
dominate for ^ = 1/3. At the remaining values of R the Para transitions
J = (^-3-2} and J = {5-^G) dominate. From 1000 °K to 6000 °K ail the upper
levels become populated and the J = {2->0} and J = (3-^i) transitions are
orders of magnitude below the higher transitions due to the increasing
population of the upper levels and the Iow transition probabilities of
the twe transitions to the around-state.
IV. ^etectability
I"able 3 lists seven molecular clouds far which H^ densities,
temperatures, sizes and distances have been estimated. Objects 3 ^Fraugh
T are from Heiies {I958}, and use is made of the nomenclature used there-
:	 in. fhe temperatures for objects 3 through 7 were taken as one half of
the upper limit to the spin temperature found by Heiler (1968). 1]ata
for Sgr R and Sgr B2 are taken from Bussoletti {I 973). We consider
transitions detectable if a flux of I x IO- 1 ° ergsJcmz sec is incident
at the top of the atmosphere. This is a reasonable value for moderate
to large telescopes even if a total transmission of only 1^ is found since
128
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Ta61e 2	 ^
Parameters of the Emissivity Calculations
R Temperature Figure
1I3 la - 5aa °K 1
1 l a- 500 ° K 2
500 10 - 500 °K :^
1x1012 10 - 500 °K 4
1/3 50a - la0a °K 5
1 50a - 14a0 °K 5
1x1012 500 -- 1aa0 °K 7 .
_
Table 3 ;^
Parameters of i^o7ecuiar Clouds -	 j
^1950 Gist Radius
No. Object RW Oec	 T°K (pc} {pc} H2/cm3
_.^
7 Sgr A 18 15m -27°	 3a 1 a^ 7.5 i a5	 ^	 ^
2 Sgr B2 18 14 -28	 15a 10^ . 75
,;
l a^	 }
8
-	 3 1-10 22 36 x-75	 750 5a0 l.5 220
4 7 F 22 15 -^73	 150 400 .5 510	 `
d
5 2 4 38 x-25	 T 70 113 7.8 42
6 4 76 2^ -24	 T30 77 .55 570	 ^^
^,	 7 L134 15 5i - ^	 5a 17D 4.7 73	 ^
Nos. 1 and 2 fray Bu 550 l ^tti (1973} '''.	 _	 ^
Nos. 3 through.? •From Heiler X1968}
,.
'^
-	 ^
}
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the noise equivalent payer of present infrared detectors is in the neigh
borhood of i 0 -; `^ uratts { Low 7 96i) . If sufficient resol Kati an i s obtai nabl e
t^re find that at least four of these clouds can be detected. Tables 4
through 6 give the expected - flux for dif-l^erent values of it.
The calculations for temperatures up to 6000 °K which may occur in
interstellar shock - waves are not presented here since Non-LTE effects are
likely to be significant under these conditions. However, tte may paint
out that even in the most favorable conditions (Bach 20 collision with no
magnetic field), the emission from H 2 formed in these regions is not
detectable with available equipment {see Field et. al. 7968).
V . Conci usi ens
4!e have presented emissivity calculations for a range of pare to
ortho ratios and. have Shown that several molecular clouds not previously
considered may be detectable. irle`have painted out the strength of the
l 7!^ trans i ti an at low temperatures and 7 ^;•, values a-F fit. Tt mush be
emphasized that these calculations are strongly dependent on the tempera--
- tore chosen--For th e molecular clouds.- This fact, aiong with the strong
dependence of other observed interstellar molecules on the presence of
Hz, underlies the importance of detectincd H2 in the galactic molecular
clouds.'
This work tra y comp? eted t^ri th the support of an [d. S. F. Trai neeshi p,
and computations t^rere done at the NMSLI Computer - Center. I thank Drs.
	
-	
R. F. Beebe and l'!. Neubner for their comments on this paper.
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Tabl a 4
-
Expected Flux {ergs/cm^sec), R = 7/3
,,
Object Transit- on Flux
5gr B2 2-0 3.5Zx10_s.o	 ...
3-1 1.39x7D-9
1-7I} 2-D 2.48^;T 0°z a
3-1 9.79x10-zo ;.
4-2 3.66x10^10 ;,
.
7 F.. 3T1 1.32x1 U-^'o
2
,..	 .
z-D 2.14x1 a^9
3=1 1..0$x10-8
4-2 7.96x70 —zo
-
4 z-o 8.06x1a^z9
3-1 2.31x1Or4 ^
3i^
1,
Table 5
Expected- Flux (ergsjcm2sec}, R _ 1 j
3
Object FluxTransition
Sgr B2 2-O 6.8^[ x10'I u
-
3-1 8.97::0
4-2 1.U2x70 -^a
f^	 1.:^ p . 2:.0 . 4, 77x1:D-.^ u r
3-1 6.31 x10-- i o
`	
2 2=0 , ' 4.00x1.0
_,9.
. 3-1	 -	 '. 6.84x7 . 0" 9. -	 '.	 r
4-2 1.51x0-9
Table 6
^
-
.Expected Fl tax (ergs/cmzsec),. R = 1x1D12
^,
^'
Ob,^ect Transition Fl ux
{f
Sgr B2 1.27x10
-g
^-D
4-2 . l .91.x10-. 0
1 - 1 n 2-0 s. 94x7 D°^^
ti
4-2 1.34x10"1
a
,.	
,.l.F
Z^0	 - 1,2ox10^^°	 . d
Z 2-0 7 ._27x10" 4
4-2 2.73x1 D'4
': 13l ,°
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Visual and photoelectric observations of R Coronae Borealis
are presented, including a number of observations surrounding
the 1974 minimum. The recent visual history of the variable
is examined and the discrete cloud obscuration model is
considered.
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INTROpUCTION
R Coronae Borealis is the prototype of a group of stars that
exhibits relatively brief, but large, drops in brightness that may
be superimposed on much slower variations in the level of peak
brightness. Other stars in the group include p Cas, UV Cos and 5U
Tau. However, R CrB has received the mast attention because of its
brightness and, recently, because of the discovery of an infrared
excess (Stein et a7. 7969). The infrared spectrum of R CrB indi-
cates that the star is embedded in what are probably graphite grains.
Spectra and photometry of R CrB at its normal maximum brightness
(V = 5.8) are consistent with an F8 Ib supergiant with about 006
interstellar reddening. Fernie et a7. (1977) found evidence for
low-amplitude pulsations (DV -- Om75) with a period of 44 days;
assuming a Cepheid-type period-mass-radius relation, they derived
M = 2 Mo , R = 700 Ro , and My - -5.5. Assuming that the 1eve1 of
pear brightness for R CrB represents freedom from circumste77ar
reddening, the intrinsic colors are B--V = 0.53 and U-B = 0.01.
I. BRIGHTNESS OF R CORONAE BOREAf^IS, 1966-7975
Photoelectric and visual magnitude estimates were obtained from
various sources in the literature, specifically Forrest et al. {1977,
7972), Fernie et ai. (1971), and various individual observations
reported in the IAU Circulars. The authors obtained photoelectric
photometry at the Blue mesa and Tortugas Mountain sites during the 1974-75
1^.
observing season; some of these observations have been published elsewhere
•	 {Dawson and Tedesco 1974, Dawson 1974, Tedesco and Dawson 1974}. The
visual {V) Light curve of R CrB is shown in Figure 7; the 1974 minimum is
shown in more detail in Fi gure 2.
Fernie et.a7. (15`,'1} discussed the prolonged suppression of the level
of maximum light {between 7953 and 7958) in terms of a large, slowly-
.	 expanding she71 of carbon particles, c7 ting as evidence the slow drop in
B-V between 1966 and 7967 in contrast to its virtual constancy throughout
the 1965 minimum. Figure 7 indicates that the dissipation of this general
veiling was not really complete until late 7970; some of the infrared
results obtained during this period (for example, Forrest et.al . 1971) may
have to be modified because of the presence of this shell.
Figure 2 shawl that the 1974 minimum was very asymmetric with the drop
in light much steeper than the subsequent rise; this is consistent with
the picture of a cloud being formed in the line of sight. Minimum light
far R Cr6 occurred between ^]D 2442083 and JD 2442088 (Feb. 4 and Feb, 9};
no photometry was available between these dates.
II. AE{OTOMFTRY FOLLOWI^lG THE 7974 MIf^IMUM
UBV photometry obtained during rising light is given in Table I, A
discordance between visual and photoelectric brightnesses near maximum light
was noted, leading us to examine the four brightest comparison stars on
a
the AAVSO "b" chart. Our results are ]fisted in Table II and show that the
^;
two brightest stars {SAO 084005 and 084053) are, respectively, 0. :24 and 0.27
,^
magnitude fainter than their chart values. All visual estimates brighter
i
^.	 I	 __:	 ^;	 __.
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Fig. 1 -- Visual magnitude variations of R Coronae Borealis during the
period 1966-1975. Filled circles represent visual estimates,
while open circles are photoelectric determfnations.
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Fig. 2 -- 6e tail of the 1974 minimum. Triangles represent photoelectric
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TABLE z
Photae1ectric Observations of ^ Cr6 1974-75
UT Date V B-V U-B Te7escapea
.^
May 20.258 7.60 -^	 .04 0.83 ± .03 0.32 ^' .02 B
May 21.226 7.45 .03 0.83 .02 0.32 .03 B
May 22.303 7.56 .05 0.85 .02 0.29 .03 B
June 5.243 7.36 .07 0.78 .02 T
June 9,192 7.13 .O6 0.86 .07 T	 ^
June 77.168 6.73 .O5 0.81 .03 T
June 79.208 6.78 .O2 0.77 .O2 0.32 .03 B	 ;1
June 20.253 6.77 .O3 0.76 .03 0.34 .03 B
June 21.255 6.69 .02 0.76 .O2 0.34 .03 B	 ^
July 17.155 6.28 .05 T
July 22.3 6.20 .03 0.78 .02 T	 i
act. 2.139 6.03 .O2 0.65 .02 0.23 .08 B
Oct. 3.079 6.03 .O1 0.61 .02 0.16 .02 B	 `;
Oct. 5.084 5.98 .D3 0.64 .02 0.22 .02 B	 ^
Feb. 13.469 5.86 .04 0.59 .04 B
Mar. 2.394 5.43 .02 0.47 .02 0.18 .03 B	 ^
r
a6 = 61ue Mesa 61 cm reflector; T = Tortugas 47 cm reflector
TABLE ^I
Observaticns of ARVSO Comparison Stars
Humber
SAO Number V	 B--V U-B	 ^	 Telescopea	of nights
observed	 ';
€
3	 084005 7.44 ^-	 .02	 0.47 ^-
_	 ..
.03 -0.07	 -^•	 .03	 B,T	 5
..
^083985 8.05 .03	 0.60 .0.2 T	 l
0$4053 .7.81 .05	 1.20 .02 T	 ..,	 4
084057 8..32 .03	 1.08 .02 T	 7
aB = Blue = Tortugas 41 cm reflector	 ^Mesa 6l cm reflector; T
a
^_
i 38
i	
_^_
than 8^5 were corrected by adding 0^2; this, as can be seen from Figure 2,
results in better agreement between the visual and photoelectric observa-
tions.
III.	 DISCUSSION
Much of the non--periodic behavior of R CrB can be explained by
assuming that the spatial distribution of carbon particles is not uniform;
in particular, a model involving discrete, optically thick clouds can be
used to explain the lack of a distinct anticorrelation of visual and
infrared brightnesses that might be expected if the visual energy were
absorbed by the grains and reradiated at longer wavelengths 	 (Forrest et.al.
:;
1972).	 It is more difficult to explain the suppression of the level of
maximum in such a model unless a large, dissipating cloud were spreading
across the line of s ight.
Tf the discrete cloud model is valid for members of the R Coronae
8orea7is group, it will be difficult to predict future minima; continued
monitoring of these variables is therefore important.
	 The short-term ::
pulsations of R CrB should also be studied in an effort to interpret the
graphite grain replenishment mechanism.
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INTERMEDIATE-BAND PHOTOMETRY OE
FRINT STANDARD STARS
^'^- X90 ^^
_
	
	 Dennis W. Dawsan
Department of Rstronomy
New Mexico State ^3niversity
AB57"RACY
Preliminary values of color indices in the DDO photometric system are
presented for sixteen stars of V ? 5, a5 an extension of faint standards lists.
INTRODUCTION	 ^
,a
The David Dunlap Observatory system uses six intermediate-band filters
	 ^
9
whose central wavelengths were chosen to cover important features in the spectrum
	 ^1
of a late--type star. Calibrations of the color indices with physical parameters,
by Janes (1972) and Osborn (7971), allow one to estimate Teff , log g, [Fe/H^,
My and reddening directly from the photometry.
A7 though a number of standards lists exist (far examp?e. McClure and Van
den Bergh 7968, Janes 1972 and McClure 1974), only a small fraction of the stars	 ^
is fainter than V^6. It is desirable to add to the numbers of faint standards.	 -^
a
This work presents results of photometry of sixteen stars obtained during
a program of variable-star photometry at Blue Mesa Observatory extending from
April, 797 through October, 7975.
:^
3
THE OBSERVATIONS
I used the abbreviated system, filter set "NMS[!" as described by Janes
(7974}, and an ultraviolet filter similar to that of Qsborn: A 23 arc-second
-	 aperture and E^iI 9502-B photocell (S-l1 surface, cooled} were:a7so used. in the 	 ',
photometry.	 a
4
F
My-.	 ^'I.	 -L-._._	 ..
	
.; .;.	 ..	 -...	 ..
14Q
I^i
'^`	 z
Extinction coefficients for the color indices are low, near the level of
observational errors, because of the small central wavelength separations;
the use of mean extinction coefficients is adequate. ^ have adopted values
,'^ ^	 , ^	 .
from Kitt Peak (^7anes 7971) for the abbreviated system and derived^a val=ue ^-^or
the index C3841 by an extrapolation of the wavelength dependence of extinction
(Figure 3, Hardie 1962); these values are: k[C454$]=0.051, fc[C4245^=0.056,
tl
k[C4142]^0.023, k[C38^1^=0.055.
a	 oft	 t e standa ds	 1-28	 In	 '^N^tghtl,+ reductions use an aver ge 	 htr e n	 r	 (1	 )	 ^
computing the average colors, Y weighted each nightly value by [1/^] so that
nights- with high transformation errors received proportionately low-weights.. 	 9
Table I lists the program stars by HO or BD numbers, or by their designa-
-	 r
1
flans in the articles where finder charts are available, Following. the name
are a visual magnitude, the source of the V photometry or the finder chart,
the color indices and their standard errors, and. the number of measures used
to form the indices.
These colors are to be regarded as provisional and the last digit taken
at low weight. Color residuals were improved by a cleaning of the filters in
October, 1975.
Photometry on these and other faint stars is continuing and will be
reported in a forthcoming edition of the Publications.
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Table I. Results of Photometry 
' . • .. It 
star Ident. V Source C4548 (J C4245 (J C4142 . c1 .. ~ C9841 . .• (J.' •. n 
cp Cas 5.00 P1 1.081 011 0.479 .014 0.048 .007 
BD -90 2086 6.57 PKSW 1.375 .009 1 .366 .024 0.225 .023 -0.020 .017 
HD 116817 6.98 DD 1.225 .016 0.809 .024 0.153 .026 -0.537 .024 
HD 10494 7.32 DD 1 .243 .017 0.628 .018 0.112 .. 019 
BD +600 2532 8.31 P2 1.193.024 0.686 .015 0.130 .020 -0.580 .016 
BD +25 0 0734 8.60 DD 0.995 .005 0.561 .004 0.012 .006 -0.914 .015 
BD +2504301 8.80 DD 1 .197 .011 0.890 .007 0.205 .012 -0.526 .012 
BD +21 0 3451 8.81 DD 1. 257 .001 0.902 .001 0.270 .007 -0.439 .007 
BD +20 0521 8.83 DD 1. 007 .020 0.568 .005 0.044 .017 -0.875 .024 
BD +30 0453 9.20 DD 0.781 .024 0.342 .015 0.043 .006 -0.924 .025 
CT Ori compo 9.36 DP 0.764 .022 0.279 .007 0.023 .014 -1.137 .031 
EI Peg compo 9.92 DP 1. 020 .006 0.615 .024 0.055 .005 -0.750 .014 
DF Cyg compo 10.21 PKSW 0.980 .020 0.564 .028 0.033 .020 -0.828 .028 
TW Cam compo 11.25 DP 1. 063 .024 0.632 .015 0.005 .016 -0.816 .030 
V360 Cyg compo 11.33 PKSW 0.969 .002 0.558 .018 0.062 .033 -0.843 .035 
EQ Cas compo 11.47 PKSW 1 .305 .011 0.979 .025 0.140 .012 -0.382 .001 
* For these objects, C3841 i5 based on only one measure but it is included 
completeness. The error of the color transformation for the night is given. 
Source Key 
DD - V photometry by the author 
P1 - P.Pesch 1959, Astrophysical Journal, 130, 764 
P2 - P.Pesch 1960, ibid., 132, 689 
DP - D.L. DuPuy 1973, ibid. ,185, 597 
PKSW - G.W.Preston,W.Krzeminski,J.Smak and J.A.Wil1iams 1963, ibid., 137, 401 
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SEYFERT GALAXIES--A STUDY DF
BRIGHTNESS VARIATION AND STELLAR
CONCENTRATION
M	 Dennis W. Dawson
Department of Rstronomy
New Mexico State University
ABSTRACT
UBV photometry of Seyfert galaxies is analyzed for variations in nuclear
magnitude. Using multiple apertures permits one also to estimate -the stellar
concentration; four Seyfert and two normal spiral galaxies are compared.
INTRODUCTION
A galaxy may be regarded as a member of the Seyfert group when it displays:
1) a bright compact nuclear region; 2) broad emission lines from permitted and
forbidden transitions; 3} nE+clear contin+aum emission; 4) multiple velocity systems
of absorption lines; 5) a large nuclear ultraviolet excess; andJor 6) time varia-
tion of the nuclear brightness, particularly in the level of the UV continuum.
Although Pacholcyzk (1971) has identified a possible five-year variation for
NGC 4151, Seyfert galaxies do not, in general, exhibit any regular changes in
brightness. Outbursts occur on a scale of weeks (far example, ^^acPherson 1972),
and fluctuations in the UV continuum strength appear to be their source.
OBSERVATIONS
UBV photometry of the Seyfert galaxies NGC 4D51, 4151, 6814 and 1068, and of
the normal galaxies NGC 7331 and 224, was taken at the Blue 1^1esa site between May
and December, 1974. I used a cooled EMI 95D2 B photocell, a Teledyne 4701 voltage--
:	 to--frequency converter, and five diaphragms subtending 123, 91, 63, 32 and 23 arc-
seconds.
Each galaxy was optically centered in the largest aperture, but I corrected
its position in the smaller ones when necessary, the twenty-three arc-second aper-
t^re appeared to be the smallest that I could use and still obtain a reasonable
repetition of counts in a given filter; excursion effects became noticeable for
smaller diaphragms.
Every count for a particular filter was the mean of at least three ten--second
integrations. The faintest Seyfert studied, NGC 6814, had six ar mare integrations
-	 per filter.
Use of an average of fifteen secondary UBV standards per night insured an
adequate reduction of the data; mean transformation errors (6) were OmD18 in B-V,
ama24 in U-B, and Less than 0!n03 in V. Standards were ta[cen from the list of
Iriarte et. aI. {1965).
Table 1 lists the program objects, dates observed, aperture ratio (to be
defined), and the UBV magnitudes. The results of similar photometry by Zasov and
Lyutyi {1973} show good agreement with the present data.
1. ,.,
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Table	 1
The Observations
Galaxy	 Date X V B _ _	 U
NGC 4051 19 May 1974 .49 11.30 11.98 11.92
.36 11.65 12.34 12.30
.20 12.12 12.87 12.86
-.10 12.82 13.58 13.63
-.24 13.10 13.87 13.96:
NGC 4151 22 Ma; 1974 .64 11.02 11.70 11.26
.51 11.20 11.85 11.37
.35 11.36 12.00 11.48
.05 11.66 12.25 11.59
-.09 11.84 12.36 11.55
18 June 1974 .64 10.92 11.55 11.08
.51 11.09 11.64 11.14
.35 11.24 11.76 11.20
.05 11.51 11.95 11.26
-.09 11.62 12.01 11.29
NGC 6814 21	 June 1974 .75 11.64 12.48 12.91
.62 11.80 12.70 12.89
.46 12.26 13.18 13.37
.16 13.12 14.15: 14.54:
17 October 1974 .75 10.88 12.01 12.29
.62 11.27 12.17 12.41
.46 1..63 12.55 1?.84
.i6 i2.81 13.50 13.78
NGC 1068 17 October 1974 .40 9.14 9.90 10.01
.27 9.27 10.00 10.10
.il 9.49 10.23 10.32
-.19 S.90 10.70 10.81
-.33 10.15 10.98 11.19
NGC 7331 16 October 1974 .29 11.57
.i6 11.73
.00 12.04
-.30 12.66
-.44 13.04
NGC 224 -.91 8.39
-1.04 8.80
-1.20 9.36
-1.50 10.49
-1.64 11.05
Table	 2
Coefficients of the Quadratic Fits
Galaxy a a6 B(0} Type
NGC 4151* -0.26 0.63 12.13 Sab
NGC 1068 0.84 1.55 10.38 Sb
NGC 7331 0.99 1.86 12.02 Sb
NGC
	 224 0.58 1.91 6.08 Sb
NGC 4051 -0.96 2.36 13.36 Sbc
NGC 6814* 1.98 4.51 14.50 Sbc
* Mean of two nights
	 ^
5
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MULTIPLE APERTURE PfIaTaNiETRY
Diaphragm sizes are scaled to a galaxy's angular extent by use of the
APERTURE RATIa, X, and a value of the face-on diameter, D{0}, tabulated in
De Vaucouleurs (1964); specifically, X=log A -log D(0} where A and D {a} are
in arc-seconds.
Let B(x) be the integrated magnitude within an aperture that scales to x far
the particular galaxy. De Vaucouleurs (1964} found that B(x) may be expressed as a
quadratic function of X far ordinary galaxies, viz.
If the stellar populations outside the nucleus are the same for a Seyfert and
an ordinary galaxy of similar development, the brightness functions will differ in
a predictable fashion. Treating the quasi-stellar nucleus of a Seyfert galaxy as
a point source of magnitude B n leads to an intensity at X =0 of
I'{a} = IO-a.4B(a) ,^ Ia-a.4Bn
and a composite brightness function (disk plus core) of
B`(x} _ -2.5 log I'(a) - ax(s-x)
Now suppose the nuclear magnitude and the magnitude B(a) differ by a constant,
K. The composite brightness function may be written
B'(x,K) = -2.5 log ^Ia-o•4B(a)^la-a. 4(B(o}+,c}^ _ ax{^-x}
B(Q} values are tabulated in De Vaucouleurs (1964}. ane compares the observed data
[f3`(X}7 with curves of B'(X,^c} for various K, and the value giving the best fit
Ieads to the nuclear magnitude: Bn ^ B(a} f K.
A quantity of interest in examining the similarity of the extranuclear
stellar populations is the concentration parameter ^B(X} defined by Zasov and
Lyutyi (1973}:
oB(X) - B(-7) - B(X}
_	 ^	 This quantity should be tree from effects caused by an abnormal nucleus and relate
directly to tha population outside it.
STELLAR CONCENTRATIQNS
I assumed a quadratic brightness law could be used to describe the brightness
functions of Seyfert as well as ordinary galaxies and farmed dB(X} for all the
_	 ^^	 program objects. The quadratic assumption allows an extrapolation to X =-7, which
is necessary since Wane of the apertures used was small enough to measure B(-I)
directiy. If ^a,-a^,B(a}^ are the fit coefficients it follows that
f:
s
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Table Two lists the coefficients of the quadratic fits far the program galaxies, and
those with ^B < 5 are sp awn in Figure One with a de Vaucouleurs empirical relation
far early-type galaxies.
Figure One indicates that NCC 4151 tends to have a steeper brightness gradient than
an ordinary early-type galaxy= Bath NGC 4081 and NGC 6814 display little central con-
centration while NGC 1068 appears to have a nearly ordinary extranuclear population,
Zasov and Lyutyi (1973} found that except for NGC 4081 (8814 was not studied} most
Seyfert galaxies have 1.5{n<2 fora brightness power law Y b r}=1j n, in can^rast to
0,8<n^1,4 for ordinary galaxies. NGC 4051 has n=0.5,^and the current data indicate a
similar brightness law for NGC 6814,
The "quasi-observable" quantity ®B(O} s or,(1^R} can be related to the values of the
radial brightness exponent n, Figure Twa, which combines the present data with that
of Zasov and Lyutyi, shows this relation which has the rough linear form n ti 3 - 3j4 ^B(0},
It is difficult to argue whether the steeper brightness gradients of the more active
Seyfert galaxies are prerequisites far the Seyfert behavior or are the resu3t of it.
The radiant does diminish with Hubble type, as shown by the concentrations Qf NGC 4151
(Sab^, NGC 1068 (Sb} and NGC 4051 (Sbc} and the lack of Seyfert activity in Sc galaxies,
This is also shown by the correlation of aR with Nubble type as shown in Table Two.
TIME VARIATIONS OF BRIGHTNES5
The galaxies NGC 4151 and NGC 6814 were examined on two different occasions, and	 `
both had varied significantly in brightness and color. The brightness functions are 	 j
s p awn in Figures Three and Four.
	 ^
Nate the large mltravialet excess o af NGC 4151. As U-B changed little but B-V 	
f^
changed by roughly 0.15, we must assume hat the brightness changes occurred at nearly
equal levels in U and B but much less in V; this is consistent with a change in the
level of the ultraviolet continuum. 	 -^
NGC 6814 displays a brightness change that suggests equal rise in V and B rather
than in U. However, the galaxy was faint enough in U that the U-^B colors are open to	 `^
some question. The work of MacPherson (19727 confirms the constancy of BpV for this	 '^
galaxy,	 ^,
ka
Variations in the U filter amount to 0^3fi for NGC 4151 and (^ 77, for NGC 6814,
^:
DISCUSSION
^^
Photometry of the four Seyfert and two ordinary galaxies has shown that differences 	 -
exist between them, not only in the nucleus but also in the stellar population outside
it. The concentration of this population appears correlated with activity.
Two of the Seyfert galaxies showed time variation of brightness, consistent with
previous results in the literature=
i{
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lTESTING Or+ A PHOTOI;I.ECTRZC PHOTOMETER
I. Determination of Operational Parameters
Dennis W. Dawson and Edward F, Tedesco
Department of Astronomy
w ^	 - Ne^,^ Mexico State University
ABSTRACT
Observations aver four months are used to evaluate magnitude and color
transformations, extinction coefficients and a gain table for the photoelectric
photometer of the 4l cm. •reflector at the Tortugas Mountain site. ?,fie discuss
ways of increasing the efficiency and accuracy of this system.
INTRODUCTION
To obtain consistent and accurate results from a photoelectric system it must
be calibrated against some standard photometry such as the UBV system, which now
has an extensive list of secondary standard stars.
The 47 cm. Rhodes reflector {f/34 at the time of this study, subsequently
altered to f/l2) is equipped wii:h a photometer designed by ar. James Cuffey,
which uses an RCA 1P21 phatomultiplier tube and dry-ice coaling (optional).
Coaling was not employed in the present work.
Also in the system are: 7) a set of standard UBV filters, p7 us red-leak and
dark; ^} a radium star for gain calibration; 3) eighteen half-magnitude gain steps,
lak^eled A-G and O-lO by increasi^ig sensitivity; and 4) four apertures subtending
?_O, 34 4[1 and 60 arc-seconds. The filter and aperture options are controlled at
'cY:e telescope; a sliding prism sends incident light through a viewing eyepiece or
onto the photocathode. A ^]osely Model 680 strip chart recorder is used.
We used the 60 arc -second aperture far the calibration. A carbon star (l9 Psc)
produced negligible red leak deflections in all filters. The amplifier was zeroed
by adjusting tie voltage to produce minimum drift at the recorder as the gain steps
were traversed, and the recorder was then manually zeroed at gain A. The photocell
Was run routinely at 8'10 volts.
CALIBRATION PROCFDEERF
4!e observed forty-two bright stars in the Arizona-Tanantzintla {Triarte et.al .,
7965) from October, 1973 through February, 7974 to obtain color and gain calibrations;
observations made in June, 7974 augmented the extinction data obtained earlier. We
took deflections at various hour angles and at a n ►^ mber of different ga1r: steps;
signals above 32^ full scale were considered usable {the figure was estat^Iished
by examining the maximum tolerable errors in the final transformations).
Mast of the stars observed near the meridian lie between the celestial equator
and zenith; we assumed the extinction of a unit air mass for stars within one hour
of the meridian so that color transformations could be obtained in terms of a zenitF^
color value, This procedure is entirely adequate for general transformations;
extinction corrections will be discussed in the last section.
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COLOR TRANSFORMATIONS
Transformations of the observed meridian {B--V) and (11--B} colors to the standard
system were first obtained by the procedure outlined above; enough stars were
available to allow tl,B,V deflections on the same gain (or any two an the same
gain)	 and a gain calibration was not needed at this paint. The majority of stars
used actually lay within IJ2 hour of the meridian.	 ^	 .
The best fits to the data are:
(B-V}std 1.17 (B-V) + 0.89 {±OmOI) n=21
(U-B) std ^ O.99 (^-B) - l .^o (^'OmO7} n=l z
The (B-V} transformation is accurate enough to be used directly, if desired,
since the largest error in the fit is only Om04 {see Figure I}. The (U-B) data
have maro scatter because of fewer points and the generally lower signal through
the U filter; the two largest deviations at one end suggest the importance of a
(B-V} color term.
THE CAIN CALIBRATION
Stars and the radium source were used far gain calibration on se^ lera7 occasions.
Comparison of nightly results was generally poor, but we finally attributed this to
using data at deflections too law r"or adequate reading accuracy, Wa therefore
reworked the gain calibration using high deflectiat^ data only and adopted this
as the correct one {it is listed in Table I}s its accuracy was tested by taking
readings for one star at two different gains and reducing them to an arbitrary
gain with the table. I'he magnitudes thus obtained were normally within 003 of
each other.
We also tested the gain calibration an stars at Oh, ^'2,5h and ^'Sh hour angle
to determine whether tube magnetization had affected the original results. Na such
effects were found,
MAGNITUDE CALIBRATIONS
^^
a
a
3
1
where n is the number of gain steps . above zero (plus sign) or below zero (gains
.	 A-G, minus sign}, and Df
 is the deflection at the given gain in filter f.
r
Linear least-squares fits of the reduced and Rrizona magnitudes, shown in
Figure 2, yield the following transformationsr
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fIBU deflections at various gains were reduced to an arbitrary gain with the
gain table and then related to the Arizona magnitudes. We hose gain O as the
arbitrary gain since it was used most often during the wor^C.
Tf^e REAUCED MACNTTUDE (the magnitude in a given filter in terms of its
value at gain O} is defined so that
n
mr = -z.5 1og Df
 ^i^,^ Om^
I	 i	 I,
Vstd a 0.995 V r ^ 7.54 (f0^05}
B
std ^ 0.964 B r ^ 8.21 (^Om11}
Ustd ' ^.00S Ur ^ s. 59 (:^OmOS)
The fits are reasonably tight though uncorrected for extinction, mein errors being
005, Om07 and 004 respectively. The small scatter in V reflects the accuracy of
the gain calibration, wh11e the larger B , ll scatter may result from the larger
extinction through these filters.
The colors derived from this independent approach agree fairly well with those
of Rigure 1, especially in the U=B color. The (6-V} transformations differ, but the
B magnitude calibration has a large scatter; we therefore feel that use of the
first ( B=V} calibration will lead to more consistent results.
EXTINCTION CORRECTIONS
Some scatter in the previous results is due to lack of an explicit correction
for extinction.
To determine extinction coefficients, a number of program stars fi red-blue pairs}
were observed nightly over many hour angles. A program written by one of us (S.Tedesco}
computed magnitudes }
 sec Z and air mass using the sec z polynomial ofi Bemporad
(see Hardie, 1955}. We also took extinction measures at the Rhodes telescope during
dune, 1974 and at the Blue Mesa 61 cm. telescope during four nights in May, 19.14
to supplement this data. Table II lists the coefifiicients so obtained; weights were
assigned on the basis ofi internal consistency and the number of measurements taken
per star per bight.
There is excellent agreement among the different determinations. 4^e have adopted
the weighted mean values kv= 0.150	 kb-vim 0.172 and ku=b ^ 0.215 magnitude/air mass.
Rpplying the " correction." term - k(X=1^ to the observed meridian co"# ors (assumed
to be zenith values) leads to an estimate of the effect of including extinction on
the color transformations. That is, the true zenith ( X^1} colors are der"^ved using
the extinction explicitly and this determination is compared with the uncorrected
-	 transformation for tightness ofi fit. Using fifiteen of the stars in the original
(B=V} transformation, we derive the following transformation coefficients, correlations,
and average - and standard deviations:
(B=Y}
std ; 1.184(B-V} corr ^' 0.899 rs99.98^ ADsOm009 SD^0^011 EXPLICIT CORRECTION
(8=V} std ^ 1.18.5(6-41}	 ^ 0.883 r^99.97 '^ AO=0010 SD^0^013	 N0 CORaECTION
Neglecting differential extinction near the meridian has little effect on the color
transformation.
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Table I
Gain Calibration
GAIL STEP ^,_,	 T^0 ri!ACi^ITUDE DI^P'EREriCE
e/A 1.595 a•5a7
C/B 1.608 .516
.566^^ i,s^^
F/E 1. 563 .^85
^o i.5^o .469
i.R20
X 558
2%Q .ti50
^%^ 1.98 .^09
5 1.597 .508
6/ 1.672 ,^y8
7f 6 l . ^Bg fl38/7 :^ . ^1 ^ ^5 i.
9/6 2 , 0a0 3is/g 3.^ao 1.	 9
n
Tabl• II
Mean Extinction Coitgioienta
UT Dat ® ^ Iry Kb-^ K^
-b
17-1g Nov.197^ .1g8 .090 .216	 26
^ Jt^r^a 197 .130 .140 , 2a1	 11
ig -22 May 1974 .152 .127 .225	 3 a
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caNC^.uslt^N
The Rhodes telescope and phatameter are a stable and accurate sysf;em weTi-
_	 suited to abservatio.,al projects. In uncaa1Ad 87a--vfllt operation, stars of 7th
magnitude gave signals larger than 32°d full scale on gain 8 gains 9 and lQ were
not used as they suffer from thermal noise and nan-linearity) using the f/3Q
configuration. Initial Investigation of lrhe f/i2 system shows that 8th magnitude
may be reached rautineiy on _gain 8 ^uncooled}; cooling will certainly extend this
limit by lowering dark na-ise and allowing the tube ^o be operated at higher voltages.
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TESTING OF R PHOTOELECTRIC PHOTOMETER
II. Observational Testing
DENNIS W. DRWSON
and
EDWARD F. TEDESGO
Department ol:
 Astronomy, New Mexico State ^iniversity
ABSTRACT	 i
We demonstrate the versatility of the 4i cm. Tortugas 	 ^
reflector'sphotoelectric system thr^o^;gh observations of V566
^^
"^
Oph and R CrB with four associated AAVSO comparison stars,
these observations having been made bet^^reen May and October, 1974,
^-
r^;^'	 .z
.Y-	 , ;.
I^lTRODUCTIO^V
In a previous paper (Dawson and Tedesco, 1976} we evaluated the
-	 photoelectric system of the 41 cm. Tortugas reflector.
	 The testing
included forming a gain calibration and observing standard stars to
obtain extinction coefficients and color transformations to the standard
UBV system.
The present work explores observational uses of the system
during the 1974 observing season.
	
The photocell, operated at	 870
volts, was used uncooled except for the observations of V566 Oph.
I.	 V566 OPHIUCHI
On ,]uiy 24, 1974 we explored the capability of the Tortugas
.^
s, stem for real-time photometry through differential photometry of
the snort--period W Ursae Majoris--type binary V566 Oph tP = .4096 day,
mpg = 7.60--8.09}.	 Observations extended from 5 h
 to 8h universal time,
Measures of the variable alternated with those of a nearby
.^
comparison star (BD ^-4°3558) and sky. 	 ^!e used a Hewlett-Packard :;^
yodel 405c digital voltmeter and paper-tape output from a Hewlett-
`'
Packard 5618 digital recorder. 	 Samples were taken every five seconds
and a dozen samples averaged to yield about ^-1 minute time resolution.
Results of the r^bservati ens are displayed i n Ri gure 1 , which i s r
a two-point smooth of the dozen-sample averages. 	 The photometry
Indicates that V5G6 Oph reached maximum light at 6h45m {±2m } Universal f
r
time. ^
E
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It is very unlikely that differential extinction could .cause the
observed maximum as most of the data were obtained when V566 Oph was
already west of the meridian. A brightening in sky ievel due to the
city lights of l.as Cr:!ces was noticed at 8h, but the trend in the
variable data was toward fainter magnitudes.
II. R CORONAE BORERLIS
We carried out UBV photometry of R Cr6 at the Tortugas and Blue
Mesa sites between May and October i47^-, as the star emerged from a
February minimum. An average of 5 standard stars was observed each
night and the usual reduction techniques were applied. The color
transformation errors were normally below QmO3.
We compared the Tortugas data with determinations from Blue Mesa
to test their reliability. Figure 2 shows V magnitudes frorn bath
sites: squares represent the Blue Mesa data and circles the Tortugas
observations. Inter-agreement is good; there appear to be no systematic
differences.
III , COMPARiSOi^ STAR MAGNITl1aES
Magnitudes of several comparison stars on the RAVSO charts for
R Coronae Borealis were obtained during the photometry of that
variable. Initial results showed discrepancies between AAVSO magnitudes
and the photoelectric values, end a more extensive investigation was
begun.
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Reductions of data from the Tortugas and Blue Mesa sites indicate
.;: .that;
 the:,tv7o brightest comparison stars (SAO 084005 and SAO 084053,
magnitudes 7.2 and 7.5 respectively on the AAVSO charts} are actually
Om24 and Om27 fainter than the chart values; therefore, visual observa-
tions using these comparison stars when R CrB is bright) will tend to
overestimate the n^agnitude of the variable.
An effect of this sort appears in comparing visual and photo-
electric data for the 7974 minimum; it was corrected by adding Om2 to
all visual observations brighter than V = 8.5. The corrected light
curve shows better agreement between the types of observation.
IV. CO^fCLllSION
The projects outlined above demonstrate that the Tortugas photo-
electric system is-well-suited to work on objects of interrrediate
brightness. Accessibility of the facility and ease of operation make
it ideal for instructional and patrol work.
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PHOTOMi=TRIG CALIBRATION QF PIAnECARY PNDTOGPAPHS
Reta F. Beebe	 .^
^^ ^ ^^^^
Depaxtment of Astronomy
New Mexico State University, Las Cruces, New Mexico
'Phis article summarizes the basic data and approach fox calibrating
photographic plates obtained with the 61.-cm telescope at the Tortugas
Mountain Station of New Mexico State University Obsexvatory. Since
this is the fundamental calibration of our planetary data it is of
use to a1I in-house users as well as other inda.viduals who use our
data.
BASIC CALIBRATION
A77 photographic plates taken at the 67--cm telescope at the
Tortugas Mountain Station are calibrated by imprinting a sensitametric
strip on then. The printer, constructed at the Lowell Observatory in
1967, utilizes a rapidly rotating sector wheel to produce the exposure
steps in the calibration strip. The sector wheel contains a slotted
pattern in the outer twenty percent of its radius, arranged sa that
at a given radius the number of slots and their angular extent determine
the time--averaged i77uminatian far a given step in the wedge. The
pattern, ti4hich repeats itself every 780° rotation of the wheel, has
been chosen so that the exposures 'increase in steps of ^ as the
radius increases, ending with the darkest step suffering na inter--
sThe sector wheel is illuminated by a quartz--iodide lamp, and a combina-
tion of variable slit jaws and time exposures are utilized to obtain the
correct exposure for a specific plate-filter combination. The filter is
inserted -rota the light path between the sector wheel and the plate, and
eleven rectangular steps are exposed along ane end of the plate (see
Figure 1}, This approach takes advantage of the geometric properties
of the sector wheel to assure repeatability of the calibration from
plate to plate. Table I contains the calibrated values for 1og 70 of
the exposure for each step in the calibration strip.
TABLE 1
Calibrated values for the 5ensitometric Strip
Step	 1°g10 ^
	
1	 0.0000
	
2	 --0.1480
	3 	 -0.2y99
	
4	 -0.4514
	
5	 -0.6027
	
6	 -0.7500
	
7	 -0.9a31
	
8	 -1.D511
	
9	 -1.2088
	
10	 -1.3528
	
ll	 -1.5089
R possible disadvantage of this technique is the presence of
intermittency effects. in this case, the sector wheel rotates at
3600 rpm with each step receiving at least two flashes per rotation.
I_
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Fig, i. Q schematic of a standard 3 i/^" by 4 l/4" pi ate. Stith the
emulsion side down the sensitometric strip is located on
the left of the pi ate with the darkest step indicated by
the black arrow and the lightest by the open arrow. Fiducial
lines registered on the plate by the camera for geo[^etric
calibration are Indicated by the thin arrows. The numbers
indicate the sequence for photographing the planetary images.
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fare for more than one second, intermittency effects should be minimized
due to the fact that the number of hashes far exceeds the number of
I
	
photons absorbed by any single grain, thus the grain will not detect
i
any non--.randomness in the arrival of phatans.
r
A standard developing technique using vertical plate hangers and
<<	 the nitrogen burst technique results in a relatively homogeneous plate
backr^rourid; hence, ar^y selected image an the 3 l/4 by ^ i J4 plate may be
ca7ibra^ced by simuitaneausly scanning the image and strip and applying
the following procedure.
Ti^AE^SMT5ST0^l-TO--INTEHS7TY CON11FR5ION
The conversion of transmission {T} or density {O = .-iog i a T} tv
=	 relative intensity is accomplished in a two-step procedure. First,
^;he scanned image is searched to ascertain that the values lie within
the range of ^^ne strip and the maximum and minimum densities or trans-
"	 missions are determined. Once these values are established, average
densities or transmissions of those steps on the calibration strip
which brac^Cei: the maximum and minimum values and the average plate
background are obtained. In the case where the image is more heavily
ex^^osed than the densest step in the calibration strip, the densest
step is used and the image is truncated, as explained in the latter
.f	 part of this section. Average values for each step are converted to
transmissions and normalized so chat the plate background is equal
to I.O.
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The coefficients in the fallowing relationship
	 iI
log I = 
C0 ^ CI I0gi0 
T ^- 
C2 (Iog70 T)2 -^ C3 log(l-T) + C4 T-i	
(I}
are determined by a Ieast-squares method. Here T is the normalized
transmission of each step in the strip. The second-order term in
	 t^
IoglD
 T was added to the expression proposed by Honeycutt and Cha;dv
(1'970) ^^o improve the fit near the sky background. For high--quality
plates this equation yields fits to within two percent accuracy,
where the accuracy is defined as
I(%) = ID	 IC x I00 ,	 (2}
rD
and ID is the observed intensity and I C the ca'Iculated value.
In applying equation 7 to the calibration of the image, since the
fourth term becomes undefined if T is greater than 1.0, the value of
the intensity is automatically set to zero in this case. On the other
hand, if the transmission of the data point in question is less than
the darkest calibration step the intensity is set to I.D, hence allowing
no extrapolation.
This system has been utilized for the past three years by the
planetary group and appears to be an adequate procedure for obtaining
a calibration technique that is readily adaptable to computerized
data reduction and is accurate to the limit of our photographic process.
a
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YMPR4VEMENT DF THE RHODES 16-INCH TELESCOPE 4N TORTUGAS MOUNTAIN
by Clyde W. Tomoaugh
Department of Astronomy
New Ilexi.eo State University
Las Cruces, New Mexico
The New Mexico State University 16-^.nch telescope, f3.3 primary, was
purchased. from Mr. Tdm, i^hodes of Phoen^.x zn 1961. Originally, it was a motor-
focussing f.15 Gregorian, fork mounting an a mobile trailer. It was used for
seeing tests at a szte a few miles north of Cloudcroft, New Mexico at about
-	 $500 feet above sea-level.
The mounting was unsatisfactory for serious research work. Cons^.derable
modification was necessary. A number of gusset plates were welded on the inside
of the fork to achieve greater rzgidity. Worn wheel drives were installed on the
polar and declination axes, and the rase of the fork was bolted to a massive
concrete pier in a dome.
The immediate need was for planetary photography. The author then designed,
ground, polished and figured an .f3^+ Gregorian, which gave excellent definition.
It was little used for this purpose after 1967, when NASA provided our planetary
project caith an excellent 24-inch, f40 and f75 Cassegrain telescope. For a
number of years, the lb--inch was used on brief spectrographic, vzsual, polarimetric
and photo-electric projects. The tube structure resembled the Hale 200--incft
telescope, except that it had an 1$-inch diameter solid cylinder of thin steel,
28 inches long, which was annoyingly buffeted by gusts o£ wind.
The favorite program consisted of photoelectric observations- with Dr.
,Tames Cuffey's photometer. The 16-inch was attractive in that it could be
reached in a 15-minute drive from the campus, and several graduate students
I 
I 
-{ 
observed variable stars, variable a5teroi~s, and occultations of Jupiter's 
satellitEs on each other. 
} 
l ( 
It became apparent that two major changes were required to better adapt 
the instrument for photo-electric observations: (1) To shorten the equiva-
lent focal length and focal ratio, and (2) To get rid of the ""lind-catcher" 
section at the upper end of the tube. 
The author, having become Professor of Astronomy Emeritus, had more time 
than others in the Department, undertook the optical and machine alterations, 
with the assistance of Dr. Cuffey and some 'of the graduate students. 
The author figured a 5-inch dia Cassegrainian mirror to give an f12 ratio, 
fabricated a net; "leb support system to carry the motor-focussing mer.hanism, 
on which he mounted the new secondary mirror. The upper solid section of the 
tube was totally removed. Fortunately, the author found a number of arc-shaped 
lead weights that fit perfectly on the inside lip of the tube's upper ring to 
re-balar::e the telescope. Then the optics were carefully re-collimated. 
Preliminary checks indicate that now the 16-inc.h is quite satisfactory for 
photo-elec.tric. observing programs. This work was completed in April 1975. 
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THE NASA-Ni^1SU AUTOP4ATE1} i^IETE pR OBSERVATOi^Y
t1i
Gale A. Harkey
NASA Land ey Reseai•cli Center
.lames Cuffey
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ABSTRACT...
i
A neiv observatory far meteor research; recently completed at 	 ^^
-a
Nety i^Eexico State University is providing data far study of meteor	 ^
heights, velocities, orbits, and meteoroid abundances. The relatively
'1
clear desert skies of Mesa ^^eYica are well suited for research of tkiis
kind. ThE observing equipment is suitably-automated to take advantage	 ,:
of the long periods of favorable observing a^eather.common to the.rehion.
Equipment far the observatory and funding-are provided by NA5A Langley
Research Center_ Tlie main observing site; ronstructio^i, and observers
i'^
are provided by Neiv l^lexico State University. A second observing site
__
is located at Corr^ilitos Station of Nartlsi+restern Univei5ity's pearborn'
Ohser^• atary. Four K-2^ cameras, clectri.cally operated, provide the
triangulation observations; and foci Ma:lcsutotl f/1:3 cameras with blazed
^,
transmission grating provide spectral coverage. The patrol cameras have
	 "`
operated fvr a year and a half grid approximately S;O pp
 frames have been
exposed by 9 1Narch 1975. ^^feteor trails appear on 260 of these frames.
..	 `r
Sixty-eight trails are of meteors photographed from t^vo la^ations and
thus allow trajectory and orl?it determinations far a^- meteors. The	 s
spectrograph installation is largely automated. 1'hataelectric sensors
i6G
-;
i
i
_.. ^^ .
.,	 ..	 ...	 _
E
3
,'^
3
initiate the 2-second s ectro^ra h ex osures and ele^tr^.'a ^ contrOks
	 ^	 `^
^^ ^^
open and close the observatory at preset times. The meteor spectro--
	 ^
3
graphs have become fully operatiana! only recently ()4fay 1975) and
;:
no spectra have yet been obtained.
a	 a
INTRODUCTION
	
	 =t
.^;' A
'_ 1
,^
f
The NASA-Langley Research Center {LaRC) has an on-going research
	 -
program in meteor physics to better determine element abundances of	 ^
3
meteoroids, and indirectly of certain comets {1-iarvey 1973x, 1973b, 	 c
1974, 1975). This relates not only to abetter understanding of the
3
near-earth particulate space environment, but is also an independent
source of data fvr stud y
 of the early evolution of the solar system 	 -i
[Alfven 1971). LaRC, in cooperation faith the Astronomy Department
at Ne ►ti= ^!exico State Universit y [NI+iSU), has established and is directing
the operation of a tsao-station direct-car;era meteor patrol at N^SU.
	 -"
The ttao-Gtation patrol is nos y y ielding about ten ttao-station meteor
pairs per month. The ttao-station patrol provides data for meteor
trajectar^ •
 and orbit determinations. Trajertor^ • data is needed to
	 _
determine the effects of ^-elocit y
 and altitude on observed spectra,
and to aid in understanding meteor radiation processes. Trajectory
data is also needed far pho^co;=:etr:^ cf the meteors. Orbit data is needed
4'
to correlate composition with parent objECts, sources of origin, and
dvna^aics ^ti^ithin the solar s.• stem.	 ;^
`^leteor spectra are needed for abundance determinations and definition
of the nFeteor plasma. .^ highly automated battery of spectrographs h^^s
been added to the patrol.
^.....	 _
.	 __	 !	 I	 ^	 ^	 3
The purpose of this paper is to describe the LaRC-NM^T_I meteor
observatory facilities, instrumentation, and observing procedures.
THE )`fETEOR TRAJECTORY AND ORBIT OBSERVATORI> 3 5
At Tortugas mountain near Las Cruces, N.A1., and at the Corralitos
station of Northtaestern University's Dearborn Observatory, four cameras
of the K--24 electrically-operated, roll-film type Caere set up, and
aligned so that their lines of sight intersect at a height of 90 km
above two points ^^n the perpendicular bisector of the line between
the two stations. The elevations of the optical axes of the four
cameras are 56°.S above the horizon, and the azimuths, using the
abbreviations T for Tortugas, C far Cvrralitos, N for north and
S for south are:
TN	 360 p2	 CN	 033°.2
TS	 2I .2	 CS	 1802
The coordinates of the observatory sites axe:
Tortugas
	
Lat	 32° 17' 31'46 N	 Cvrralitos	 Lat	 32° 22' S1"3 N
Long 105° 41' 50':13 1V	 Lang 107° 02' 27" t!
Alt
	
1505 meters	 Alt	 1454 meters
The bearing line through the two stations runs along the true
azimuth 1D5°712. Their separati.an is 33.73 km.
The K-24 cameras located on top of the observatory on Tortugas
mountain may be seen in Figure 1. The cameras axe protected from the
elements by the white camera cavern. Cables from the cameras lead to
the power supplies and control systems located inside the silo. The K-24
cameras have Kodak Aero Ektar f/2.5 lenses of 7 inches focal length,
in £rant of which are mounted ttao^bladed choppers rotating at 6D0 rpm,
7 6$
1
1	 s
driven by ^labe Industries hystexesis synchronous motoxs. Meteor
trails are, therefore, broken twenty times per second rota segments
o£ one fortieth of a second exposure. No attempt has been mads to
synchronize the choppers,. The cameras use Kodak 2475 roll film S l/2
inches wide and 56 feat long. With magazines in proper adjustment,
each xoll gives 116 ane hour exposures. `Thus, with approximately +gin
exposures per night, the cameras need reloading only once every ten
days. A square area of sky 40° on a side appears in each frame.
The Univexsal Time at the end of e?ch exposure is recorded by a
Simplex time recorder, and by an Accutron watch photographed at a coxnex
o£ each frame. A photoelectric sensor which scans a nominal 30° diameter
area of sky centered at altitude 56°.5 and azimuth 360°.2 is also connected
to a time recaxdex, to record more accurately the times of occurance
of meteors in the fields of view of the north-looking cameras.
Aftex a year and a half of operation (November 1973 to March 1975}
the cameras have exposed 75 rolls of film, with approximately 80 frames per
roll. Of the total 6,000 exposed frames, 250 have meteor trails, 68 of which
foam pairs suitable for the triangulation of 34 meteors. Measurement and
trajectory reduction of the two-station meteor pairs have been performed at
the Physical Science Laboratory at NMSU, using standard reduction routines
developed for missile trajectory studies. Meteor heights and velocities
thus obtained then furnish orbital elements through additio^xal pxagrams.
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Azimuth Altitude
002.9 57°5
032.5 57°.5
223.7 58:5
THE METEOR SPECTROGRAPHIC OBSERVATORY
Four meteor spectrographs, consisting of fi-inch aperture f/l,3
^..	 ^^
.^
Maksutov cameras with blazed first order transmission diffraction gratings
are installed at Tnrtugas Mountain. 	 A1^. transmission optical components ,q
are transparent to near-ultra violet Tight (> 13100). 	 The can;eras look
at the sky through a 3 foot square opening in the roof of the Tortugas
silo,	 Three of the spectrographs are shown in Figure Z.	 The square roof 3
opening has an electrically operated sliding dOOr.	 Each camera°s field 1
-.a
'^
is circular and Z1° in diameter.	 The spectrograms have inverse disper--
suns of about 120 A/nun.	 The fields of view of the spectrographs are
in the central parts of the fields covered by the K-24 patrol cameras.
The optical axes of the spectrographs are aligned as follows: `'
6
i
Spectrograph	 Azimuth	 Altitude ^
A	 345.4	 56.5 f
B	 015.0	 5b. 5
C	 198.4	 56.5
^?	 Z28.0	 5fi.5
Since the slitless spectrographs are optimized fox the near-ultra violet
region of the spectrum, the azimuths actually in use are corrected for
the differing deviation angles of the individual gratings, which are, for
cameras A and B, 9°7, and for cameras C and D, 14°O. Final azimuth and
altitude pointing. for the spectrograph cameras, allowing far the differing
gratings and the spherical trigonometry involved are:
Spectrograph	 Grating
A 9.7°R
B 9.7°R
C 14.0°R
D 14.0°R
^	
t	
^	 ^	 f
^	 1	 4	 ^	 ^
Photoelectric sensors using RCA b199 photomultiplier tubes contin-
uously monitor the axeas of sky seen by each spectrograph. illtra violet
filters eliminate much of the background sky light without lessening
the sensitivity to meteors. ^Yhen a meteor appears, radiation fxom
the meteor is detected by the photomultiplier tube which is used to
trigger the spectrograph shatter, opening it for a two-second exposure,
and recording the time. Photomultiplier tube sensitivity must be
carefully adjusted for the brightness of the sky on various nights.
In practice, other sources of light often trigger spurious exposures.
Passage o£ the moon, or o£ clouds illuminated by the moan often cause
txouble, as do lightning flashes, even those remote from the £field.
A sliding door electrically controlled is used to open and close the
observing aperture in the roof. A timer switch provides for automatic
opening at a suitable time at the end of evening twilight. Push buttons
and relays provide manual open and manual close. A second timer swatch
always closes the roof aperture before dawn. Thus, once the film is
loaded into the spectrographs, the installation can operate itself
repeatedly. In practice, however, the need to readjust the sensitivity
of the photoelectric sensors to allow for changing sky brightness
limits the automatic observing periods to two or three nights when
the moon is in the sky, and to seven nights when the moon is incon-
spicuous. Qbviously the possibility of unea^ected rain or snow requixes
careful attention on the part of the opexator, who may sometimes find it
necessary to make hurried trips to close up the observatory. Luckily
rain. «.nd snow are not often encountered zn southern New Mexico.
17I
n
^^?
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Each spectrograph field covers 314. square dAgrees, or I.5o of
the visible hemisphere. The battery of four spectrographs cover b.%
of the hemisphere. Although the hourly rate for visual meteors is
6, most of these are much too faint to record as spectra. Zn fact,
from previous operation of these spectrographs (Harvey 1971} we may
expect about four spectra per month from the use of the four spectxo-
graphs, Thus, one spectrum requires approximately eight nights of
continuous exposure to the sky, and hencethe observatory must be
largely automated far efficient work on the part of the observer.
Therefore, the observatory is programmed by electrical timer to
automatically perform the following actions.
1. Open the slit at tl^e end of twilight.
2. Turn on the high voltage to the sensors.
3. Watch far meteors.
^. Open the spectrograph shutter when a meteor appears.
^. Control the spectrograph exposure times.
6. Turn off the high voltage to the sensors.
7. Close the slit before dawn.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
^^	 Although the observatory has been in use only a limited time, it
is apparent that automated operation is vital to the project. Meteor
spectra should be obtained at a ra.^e of one per camera—spectrograph par
30 nights of observing time. With four spectrographs, the rate becomes
one per eight nights o£ observation. Thus, the ability to operate only
four nights in a row automatically increases the probability of acquisition
of a meteor spectrum to an even chance. Savings in film consumption,
in travel, film processing, and film searching are significant aspects 
of this highly automated meteor spectra patrol. 
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MEASUREMENTS OF JUPITER ' S LUNG-LI1lFD FEATURES AND CURRENTS
E. J. Reese and R. F. 5eebe
Department of Astronamy
NeW Mexico State University, Las truces, New Mexica
Recent longitudinal measurements of Jupiter's Red Spot are presented
to illustrate the constancy of the 94-day oscillation. Observational
parameters of the Red Spot, the three south temperate ovals and a summary
of the zenagraphic latitudes of the belts are tabulated for the time
interval from 1972 to 1975. Drift rates and the mean latitudes of the
atmospheric currants far the 1974-75 apparition are presented.
INTRODUCTI01^
Since we have not published detailed apparitional reports during the
interval from I972 to 1976, this report summarizes the general parameters
of the Jovian atmosphere far that time interval. The curr^^r^^t efforts of
the NMS^! group are directed toward a much more extensive measuring program,
with -the goal of obtaining detailed information an growth and drift rates
of short-lived features as well as cantinning analysis of the long-lived
features.
During the period from 1972 to 1976 an automated measuring program
has been implemented, resulting in the capacity to obtain positional
information on all observed features in the Javian atmosphere. Requests
concerning detailed resu'Its of this program should be directed to the
authors.
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The data reduction procedure utilized in this report is ,discussed by ^	 ^
Solberg (1969}. The automation has led to few changes in the procedure
	 ^
nut has greatly enhanced the speed and accuracy with which the data are
recorded and reduced from plate coard^nates to planetographic coordinates.
The reduction procedure is an interactive approach, which allows for
considerable logical decision on the part of the user.
1'he following sections discuss the observational aspects and motions
of the Red Spot and-south temperate ovals, as well as the rotational rates
of the atmospheric-currents and the latitudinal dependence of the belts.
THE CHANGIi^G ASPEET OF J^7PITER'S GREAT RED SPOT
Historically, Jupiter's great Red Spot has displayed two characteristic
aspects: the Red Spot or dark aspect, and the Red Spot Hollow or bright
aspect. The Red Spot achieved maximum darkness in 1878-1882, 1927, 1936-1937,
I96'i-1966, and I969 -1974; while the. Red Spat Hollow was bright in 1831,
1897, 1930, 193$, 1944, I947--I 9.48, I950, 1953-195-, and 1958-1959. Occasionally
this famous region assumes an intermediate aspect in which a diffuse, dusky
Red Spot is visible within a rather dull Hollow. such an aspect persisted
during I967 and early 1968.
Prior to 1962, the outbreak of a major SE8 disturbance invariably was
followed: in two or three months by a fading of the Red Spot and the formation
of the Ha11ow. The SEB disturbances of I952, 1964, and 1971, however, were
not followed by a great Ions in the intensity of the Red Spat. Perhaps the
unusual darkness of the Red Spot dut^ing those years enabled it to sdrvive
or, perhaps.,. much of the. energy of the disturbances was diverted into the
Eq^iatorial Zone which was unusually dark and orange i`^i color subsegiierit to
each of these disturbances.
-	 a
I77
^r
1^!
The latest SER aisturbance erupted in early July 1975. This time
the Red Spot appears to be fading and changing into the Red Spot liol^ow
aspect. Prior to July, the Red Spot was very dark orange in color and
well -defined, contrasting strongly t^ri th the brilliant blue-talii to South
Tropical Zone---a typical pre-disturbance aspect. Dark material, whicl^
had been moving away from the center of the SEB disturbance along the
SEBs, arrived at the preceding end of the Red Spot on l3 September.
Thereafter, the Red Spot gradually faded and became mare diffuse until
by mid-December it had dwindled to half its former area. Its aspect
was then similar to that observed in 7967. In blue and green Light the
Red Spot was visible as a diffuse, dusky patch inside the dark border
of the developing Hollow; while in red light the interior of the Hollow
was bright and had a well-,defined dark border.
Prior to mid--duly 1975 the Red Spot had a length of 27,000 km and a
width of 74,300 km. By mid--December the dimensions of the faded Red Spot
^^ere only 20,500 km by 9,300 km, while the bright interior of the Hollow
as photographed in red Light was 24,500 km by 13,300 km.
In early February 1976 it became apparent that the disturbance. in
the 5EB was weakening and the Red Spot was recovering some of its former
intensity and. size.
RED SPAT' S MOTION! IN LOf^DITUDE
After° a sudden acceleration in the rotational vel ocity of the
Red Spot in Tate December 1970 Reese, I972a), a gradual deceleration
characterized the Long-term motion of this famoUS feature until the
end of ^t973. The velocity was constant,. except for the effects.. of
tf7e 90-day osci llation, during the apparition of 1974-7^. The Red
1Spot was accelerating again during the apparii<ion of 1975-76. The
observed accelerations expressed in un7ts of l0_
8
 m/sect were --3.16
i n 1971, --2.42 i n 1972, -1.03 i n 1973 3 Zero ^ n 1.974-75, acid x-4.10
in 1975-76. Fig, I shows the Red Spot's motion in longitude from
1970 to 1975.
The 90-day oscillation in the longitude of the Red Spot-{Solberg,
7969) continued throughout the interval covered b;y this report (Fig. 2
and Table I). Fifty-four complete oscillations have been observed (or
extrapolated between the maxima of 16 August 1962 and 1 December 1975.
A least squares analysis gives the oscillation a mean period of 89.85
±O.D6 days and an amplitude of 0°8.
MEASUREMENT OF THE RED SPOT AND T1iE THREE 5. TEMPERI`.TE OVALS
Some values obtained from our measurements of the size and position
of the Red Spot and three bright south temperate ovals during the last
four apparitions are summarized in Tables II through ll. The results
far 1975-76 are preliminary since the apparition was still in progress
when this report was being prepared.
All of the measurements of the Red Spit and the three. south temperate
ovals reported here were made on plates taken in blue light. Measurements
of plates taken in red light make the leng^Y^s of the sou-^h temperate ovals
about i°9- greater at that wavelength.
ATMOSPHERIC CURRENTS IN 1974-75
The zenographic coordinates of the preceding, -Following, north and
south edges of 3,664 spots on 736 plates- have been measured for the appari- 	 ,,
flan of .1.974-75: A preliminary analysis of these measurements has been
completed and a catalog giving basic information concerning_I89- identified
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TABLE I
OBSERVED MAXIMA AND MINIMA DF
RED SPOT'S OSCILLATION IN LONGITUDE
Observed Observed Computed
Event calendar Juiian Julian
number date date* date* Al
64 6 Feb 72 1354 1344 -0°8
70 11 Mar 72 1388 1389 +D.6
71 15 Apr 72 1423 1434 -0.7
7Z 25 May 72 1463 1479 +1.0
73 22 Jul 72 1521 1524 -0.4
74 8 Sep 72 1569 1569 -^0.3
75 16 Oct 72 1607 1614 -0.8
76 7 Dec 72 1659 1559 +D.9
78 i3 Mar 73 1755 7749 +D.9
79 19 Apr 73 1792 1793 -1.D
80 3 Jun 73 7837 1838 +0.5
81 10 Jul 73 7874 1883 -0.7
82 26 Aug 73 7927 7928 ^-O.6
83 79 Oct 73 7975 1373 -7.0
84 7 Dec 73 2024 2078 +0.6
87 9 Apr 74 2147 2153 -0.8
88 2 Jun 74 2207 2198 +0.7
89 15 Jul 74 2244 2243 --0.8
90 21 Aug 74 2281 228^^ +D.B
97 8 Oct 74 2329 2333 -O.8
92 30 Nov 74 2382 2377 +D.4
93 l4 Jan 75 2427 2422 -O.5
94 28 Feb 75 2472 2467 +0.8
96 10 Apr 75 2543 2557 x-0.7
97 7 Jui 75 2601 2602 -O,7
98 24 Aug 75 2649 2647 +0.6
99 77 Oct 75 2703 2692 -D.6
lOO 1 Dec 75 2748 2737 +0.5
*Add 2,440,000
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TABLE II
P.ED SPOT AP1D SOUTI^ TEMPERATE OVALS, 1972
Date of Opposition: 24 dun 72
Red Spot:
Mean rotation period during apparition = 9 h55m40510 •^ 0504
Mean drift rate = -0.0130 ^- 0.0010°/day (Sys II) _ -3.41 * 0.02 m/sec (5ys III-65}
Equation of position for axis of oscillation:
^ 2 = 5.987 - 0.04438 x ^ 0.0000764 x^
	
[x = JD 2441293]
Acceleration = -2.4 x 10 8 m/sect
Longitude of center at apposition = 1°2 (5ys II)
Mean latitude of center = -22°67 ^- 0°07 (50 dates}
Mean length = 23°37 -^ 0°15 = 27,182 ^- 174 km (78 dates)
Mean tvi dth = i 7 °92 ± 0° 11 = 13,321 ± 123 km (50 dates }
FA:
Mean rotation period = 9 h55m7'1s38 ^- OS07
Mean drift rate = -0.5666 ± 0.0018°/day (Sys II} = +3.71 ± 0.02 m/sec (Sys III-65}
Longi^.^de of center at opposition = 343°3 (5ys II}
Mean latitude of center = -32°$0 {l0 dates}
Paean length = 12°36 ^- 0°19 = 73,221 ^ 2l0 km (52 dates}
Paean width = 6°90 = 7,960 km (9 dates)
BC:
Mean rotation period = 9 h55m15s18 ± OS06
^^fean drift rate = -0.6202 ^- 0.0014°/day (Sys II} = x-4.37 ± 0.32 m/sec (Sys III - 65}
Longitude of center at opposition = 55°2 (5ys II}
h^ean latitude of center = -32°64 (5 dates}
«eon length = 12°73 -^  0°'i9 = 13,636 ^ 206 km (49 dates}
Paean 4^ridth = 7°.25 = 8,359 km (5 dates}
DE:
i^iean rotation period = 9 h55m16^41 ± Osl2
Mean drift rate = -0.5903 ^ 0.0028°/day (5ys II) _ -x•4.00 •^ 0.03 m/sec {Sys III--65}
Longitude of center at opposition = 193°9 (Sys IT}
Paean latitude of center W -32°92 (4 dates}
Mean length = l2°96 ^- 0°24 = 13,846 ± 264 !;m (30 dates}
Mean t^ridth = 7°72 = 8,909 km (4 dates)
Conjunction of FA and R5: 1972, May 22.2, a Z =^ 2°l
Conjunction of BC and Rc. 197', Sep 20,5, a z = 0°6	 i^
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TABLE III
RED SPOT AND 54EJTH TEMPERATE OVALS, 1973-74
Date of Opposition: 30 Jul 73
Red Spot:
Mean rotation period during apparition = 9 h 55m41s58 ^- 0503
Mean drift rate = (0,0230	 0.008°/day (5ys II) _ -3.89 ± 0.01 m/sec (Sys III-65)
Equation of position ror axis of oscillation:
a Z = 2.777 ^- 0.008623 x ^- 0.0000331 x2	 Lx^ = JD 2441694]
Acceleration = -1.03 x 10-
8
 m/secs
Longitude of center at apposition = 5°9 (Sys II)
Mean latitude of center = -22°24 ^- 0°06 (26 dates)
Mean '=ength = 21°73 ± 0°fl9 = 25,345 ^ 111 km (97 dates}
Mean width = 12°02 ± 0°09 = 13,420 ± 101 km (26 dates}
FA:
Mean rotation period during apparition
F•iean drift rate = --0.5933 ± 0.0021 °/day
Longitude of center at apposition = 172'
Mean 7 ati fade of center = --32°84 ^- 0°1 l
Mean length = 10°8 ^- 0°2 = 11,548 ^- 171
Mean width = 6°7 ± 0°3 = 7,730 -^ 378 km
= 9 h55m16528 ^- 0509
(Sys''TI) _ +4.04 ± 0.03 m/sec (5ys IiI-65)
'5 (Sys II}
(8 dates}
km (32 dates)
(8 dates)
BC:
Mean rotation period = 9 h55m15530 ^- 0507
3^1ean drift rate = -0.5929 ^- 0.0016°/day (Sys II) = +4.03 ± 0.02 m/sec (Sys
Longitude of center at opposition = 175°4 (Sys II)
Mean latitude of center = -32°80 ^ 0°16 (12 dates)
Mean length = ll°3 ± 0°2 = 12,D88 ± 172 km (38 dates)
h1ean width = 7°3 ^^ 0°2 W 8,421 ^ i 86 km (12 dates }
D^:
F^ean rotation period = 9 h55m155DT ± Osl7
Mean drift rate = -0.6229 ^ O.D028°/day (Sys II} _ -4.40 ^ 0.03 m/sec (5ys
Longitude of center at opposition = 312°9 (Sys II}
f^Sean 1 ati fade of center = --32°43 f D°21
Mean length = 12°0 ± 0°4 = 12,886 ± 481 km (24 dates}
Mean width = 7°0 ^- 0°2 = 8,065 ^ 237 km (9 dates)
Conjunction of DE and RS: 1973, May 9.6, ^ z = 4°1
Conjunction of FA and RS: 1974, Jan 17.7, A z = 10°4
III-65)
III--65}
Conjunction of BC and RS: 7974, Apr 23.4, a 2 = 15°3
Conjunction of DE and RS: 1974, Nov i5.4, a 2 = 24°6
§!r,
;^
j	 i	 ^
^.	 L.	 ^	 ^	 t
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TABLE IV
RED SHOT AND 50UTH TEMPERATE OVALS, 1974-75
Date of Opposition: 5 Sep 74
Red Spot:
Mean rotation period during apparition = 9 h55m42549 -!- 0503
Mean drift rate = (0.0453 ^- 0.0008°/day (5ys II) _ -4.20 ^- 0.01 m/sec (Sys III-65)
Equation of position for axis of oscillation:
a 2
 = 12.421 ^- 0.045329 x	 [xa = JD 2442096
Longitude of center at opposition ^ 21°6 (5ys II)
Mean latitude of center = -21°94 ± 0°03 (163 dates}
Mean length = 22°68 ^ 0°70 = 26,21$ ± 117 km
Mean width = 12°74 ^* 0°06 = 14,208 ^ 67 km
FA:
Mean rotation period = 9h55m1757 ± 051
Mean drift rate = -0.5690 ± 0.0017°/day (Sys II} = a-3.73 ± 0.02 m/sec (Sys III-65}
Longitude of center at apposition = 238°4 (S,^s IT}
Mean latitude of center = -33°16 } 0°07 {10^ dates}
P^lean length = 12°78 ^ 0°17 = 13,615 ± 181 km
Mean width = 7°62 ^!- 0°08 = 8,802 ^ 93 km
BC:
Mean rotation period = 9h55m1652 ± 051
Mean drift rate = -0.5945 ± 0.0011°/day {Sys IT} _ +4.05 ± 0.02 m/sec (5ys III-65}
Longitude of center• at opposition = 295°1 {Sys II} ,
Mean latitude of center W -33°29 ± 0°OG {i24 dates}
Mean lengtl^ = 13°08 -^ 0°74 = 13,920 ^ l49 km
t^iean width = 7°90 } 0°08 = 9,128 :^ 92 km
DE:	 ?::
Mean rotation period = 9h55m1557 ^ OS1
Mean drift rate = -0.6081 -^ 0.0011°/day (5ys iI} = x-4.22 ± 0.02 m/sec {Sys 'III-65}
Longitude of center at opposition = 68°6 (Sys II}
"lean latitude of center = -33°26 ± 0°06 (123 dates}
Mean length = 73°33 -^ 0°l3 = 14,186 ± 138 km
Mean width ^ 7°77 ± 0°09 ^ 8,78 ± 104 km
f^S	 ^	 ^	 ^	 ^
TABLE V
RED SPOT RND S011TF! TEMPERATE OVALS, 7975-76
Date of Opposition: 73 October 75
Red Spot:
Mean rotation period during apparition = 9 h55m42560 ± 0506
Mean drift rate = X0.0478 ^- 0.0035°/day {Sys II} = -4.23 ± 0.02 m/sec (Sys III-65)
Eguation of position for axis of oscillation;
^z = 30.898 ^- 0.09259 x - 0.0001339 x z	[xo = JD 2442499
Acceleration = x-4.2 x IO
-e 
m/sect
Longitude of center at opposition = 43°6 {Sys II)
Mean latitude of center ^ -27°80 ± 0°04
Mean 1 ength ^ 27 °89 -^ 0°09 = 25 , 603 -^ 105 km { 92 p7 ates }
t^iean width = 12°13 ± 0°07 = 73,524 ± 78 km {92 plates}
EA:
Mean rotation period = 9 h55m76512 ^ Os13
Mean drift rate = -0.5973 ^- 0.0037°/day Sys II} _ ^4.O g * 0.04 m/sec (Sys IIi-65)
Longitude of center at opposition = 0°3 Sys II
Mean latitude of center = --33°28 -^ 0°0$ (69 plates)
Mean length = 12°54 ^- 0°76 = 73,345 ± i70 km (69 plates)
Mean width = 6°65 ± 0°09 = 7,684 ^- 104 km (69 plates}
BC:
Mean rotation period = 9 h55m16556 ± 0510
Mean drift rate = -0.5865 ^ 0.0025°/day {Sys II) _ X3.95 ± 0.03 m/sec (Sys IIT-65}
Longitude of center at apposition = 57°3 (Sys II)
;lean latitude of center ^ -32°53 ± 0.07 {76 plates)
Mean length = 72°65 -^ 0°16 = 13,541 ± I72 km (76 plates}
Mean width = 6°50 -F- 0.08 = 7,497 -^ 92 km (76 plates}
DE:
Mean rotation period = 9 h55m i5 s97 * Osl2
Mean drift rate = -0.6009 ±^ 0.0029°/day (5ys II} = X4.13 ± 0.04 m/sec (Sys III-65}
Longitude of center at apposition = 184°0 (Sys II}
Mean latitude of center = --33°00 ^- 0°10 (4T plates}
Mean length = 12°29 -^ 0°77 = 13,720 ^ 181 km (47 plates)
Mean width = 6°34 ± 0°71 = 7,318 ^- 127 km (47 plates)
Conjunction of FA and RS: 1975, Aug 7.2, ^^ = 40°8
Conjunction of BC and RS: 1975, Rov 3.8, A 2 = 44°7
186
t_	 _	 ^
spots distributed in tti^renty atmospheric currents is now available. The
mean latitude and rotation period of the spots in each current is given
in Table VI. The total number of spots indicated in Table VI exceeds 384
because in several cases the rotational velocity of a feature changed
suddenly and the drift was divided into tUro sectio^^s, each section being
more linear than the whole.
Fourteen spots observed near the middle of the North Equatorial Belt
are especially interesting Since they appeared to originate near a common
source having a rotational velocity somewhat greater than System ITI--65^.
This apparent source was still active during the apparition of 1975--76.
It is rather interesting to note that the three long-lived south
temperate ovals are now rotating about 1 m/sec faster than the mean of
five otl7er spots in the S. Temperate Current. It may be very significant
that the five spots in the S. Temperate Current have a mean rotation
period of 9 h55m2057 which was a typical value for this current riot
to 1940 when the three long-lived ovals made their first appearance.
A decided correlation between the latitude of spots and their
rotational velocity was apparent in the 5.5. Temperate Current. Thirteen
spots near zenographic latitude -38°7 had a mean rotation period of
ghSSm3s9 while eleven spots near latitude -40°b had a mean period of
9h55m6 s6, The spots in the higher latitude were rotating about 1 m/sec
more slowly than those in the lower latitude.
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TAB^^ vz
JUPITER, 1974-75
ATi^OSPHERIC CURRENTS
---
Current 5	 s.
No.
of
sots
Mean
S"
Sys.	 I or II
Drift	 °/d}
9^ +
Period
Sys,	 TII	 (65}
Drift ^m/sec
N.	 Polar Current 2 3 +50°9 +0.0693 55m4355 -	 3.18
H.N.N. Temp. Current 2 6 +44.4 -0.5978 55	 16.7 +	 3.53
N.N. Temp. Current-A 2 9 +40.1 -0.1765 55 33.4
-	 7.02
N.N. Temp. Current-B 2 4 +35.3 -2.6623 53 57.6 + 28.84
N. Temp. Current- A 2 IO +32.4 +0.8396 56	 15.1 -	 13.72
^!.	 Trop.	 Current-A 2 78 +18.5 --0.3819 55 25.0 -^	 1.6Q
N. Trop. Current-B 2 7 +78.4 -0.8087 55	 7.5 f	 7.48
mid-NEB 2 74 +12.5 -3.5577 53	 15.4 ^- 46.4
N_	 Equatorial Current-A 1 3i + 5.5 --0.0480 50 28.1 +706.4
N.	 Equatorial Current-B I i7 + 5.i +0.5201 50 57.0 + 98,4
N.	 Equatorial	 Current-C 7 27 + 5.7 -0.4916 50 70.2 +712.8
Central	 Equat. Current 7 17 + 1.2 --0.2851 50 78.5 +170.3
S.	 Equatoriai Current-R 7 1 --	 5.3 -0.0109 50 29.6 +706.0
S.	 Equatorial Current-B 7 2 -	 5.2 +0.4952 50 50.0 + 98.7
Red Spot 2 1 -21.9 +0.0453 55 42.5 -	 4.20
5.	 Temp.	 Belt 2 6 -30.2 -0.57I6 55 I7.2 +	 3.87
S. Temp. Gurrent 2 5 -32.4 -0.4994 55 20.1 ^-	 2.90
S.	 Temp.	 Ova1s:EA,BC,DE 2 3 -33.3 -0.5872 55	 16.5 +	 3.95
S.S. Temp. Current 2 24 -39.6 -0.8658 55	 5.1 +	 6.85
S.S. Tem
	
Zone 2 2 --50.6 -0.0779 55 37.4 --	 i.79______
_..
^	 ^	 ^	 t	 ^	 _^
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ZENOGRAPHIC LATITUDES QF JUPITER'S BELTS
The measured latitudes of Jupiter's belts for the apparitions of
1972, 1973, and 1974-75 are summarized in Table VII. R comparison of
these measurements with those reported for the apparition of 1971 (Reese,
1971} and the interval from 1960 to 1970 {Reese, 1972b} clearly demonstrates
	 --
the rather narrow range in latitudes of Jupiter`s belts.
The north edge of the North Equatorial Belt and both edges of the'
North Temperate Belt attained maximum displacements towards the equator
during 1971.
We usually measure the latitudes of the belts on photographs taken
in blue light; however, a considerable number of measurements are made
on photographs taken in red light for comparison purposes. Usually there
is little difference between the measured latitudes at these wavelengths;
however, the extremely faint south component of the South Equatorial Beit
was a notable exception to this rule in 1974-75. Tn blue light there was
one faint belt extending from -i7°6 to -21°2, t^rhile in red light there
were tyro faint belts with one extending from -15°1 to ^77°5 and the other
from -20°5 to -22°9.
f^
SUMMRRY
r
This report is directed toward updating information of the form 	 1
previously presented by Reese {1972a, 1972b}. Rlore detailed analysis
of various aspects of the data is underway and will be published as 	 ^
individual articles in various journals. Tn the future a bibliography
of articles utilizing our data will be included in this publication.
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TAaLE vzz
ZENDGRAP^{TC LATITUDES DF di.1PSTER'S BELTS
19 Feb 72 -
^"
3D Apr 72
N
26 ^3un 73
^"
- 1^
6
Oct 73
N
14 JuI 74
^"
- 19
cs
dan 75
N
NPB +53°9 --- I +57°3 ^-0°4 I1
NNNTB x-45 °9 3 +44.7 ±0°3 3 +44.2 D,I 23
NNTB -^-37.5 i7 +37.5 0.6 7 +36.i D.2 23
N.	 edge NTB +3D.2 2 +32.0 0.3 7 +30.7 0.2 23
N, edge NTSs +27.2 2I +27.0 O.I 5 +25.5 0.4 16
S.	 edge NTB +22.6 21 +23.8 O.I 7 +24.I 0.3 30
N. edge NEB +I 7.7 I5 +18.4 0.2 7 +i8.5 0.2 24
5.	 edge NEB + 5.6 10 + 7.5 0.2 7 + 7.3 0.3 25
N. edge EB + 0.3 7 + 0.7 D.7 6 0.0 D.2 24
S. edge EB - 3.4 7 --	 3.2 0.1 6 - 3.9 D.2 24
N.	 edge SEBn - 6.4 8 - 6.8 0.2 7 - 7.2 O.i 24
S.	 edge SEBn -10..1 8 -10.7 0.1 7 --10.4 0. i 24
N.	 edge SEBs -15.9 I2 -16.I 0.2 7 -17.7 0.4 37
S,	 edge SEBs -20.D I6 -2D.3 0.2 7 --20.7 0.3 31
N.	 edge STB -26.7 18 -25.9 0.2 7 -27.1 0.2 25
STS -29.9 I$ --29.4 O.i 7 -3D.I 0.2 25
S. edge STB -33.D 18 -32.8 D.2 7 --33.0 0.2 25
ST^'LB -37.2 3 -37.3 D.7 3 -37.6 0.2 i6
SSTB -44.8 II -44.6 D,9 4 -45.2 0.4 19
5SST8 -56.i 3 -55.4 0.2 3 -55.9 0.4 I8
SPBn -6D.8 2 ------- --- - -62.4 i . 6 3
SPBs --65.9 3 -64.9 D.2 4 -65.7 0.2 70
N.	 edge
bright S.Cap ----- -- 68.3 D.5 4 -68.5 0.2 13
N.	 edge
dar!c EZ + 9.5 I3
S.	 edge
dark EZ -9.7 i3
...__	 :,_.._._....._ _ ...	 ^	
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